
What if we turn the ecology in an olympic discipline.

In Olympus dwell mythics characters, source of amazing tales. All 
the key fields in our current society are subject of it : agriculture, 
craftmanship, business, medecine, hobbies... Now, it belongs to us to  
integrate the sustainability and to build up new stories of legend up to 
the issues of our century !

In echo to the original essence of the olympic games, we launch 
an exceptional edition Ma Petite Planète to gather around common 
values : the sharing, the solidarity, the cooperation, the inclusiveness 
and the love ( of sport, of nature, of the living).

What could be said about these games ?  Ma Petite Planète  is aware 
of the event’s incoherence regarding the planet limits. Transports, 
waste, buildings, or also energy expenses : it’s actually a ecologic red 
card.

In front of this observation, different forms of commitment exist, 
everyone takes part of it according his/her own identity and values. 
At Ma Petite Planète, we chose to enter the field and pursue our 
goal of make the biggest number aware. We see in these games an 
unique opportunity to involve a maximum of persons in the transition 
including citizens who did not have the flame for ecology.

Like sport, ecology is a team matter : let’s federate around ecologic 
and sport challenges, with team represented by sport inspiring 
figures. We are counting on you for thousand tries and above all nice 
conversions.

Join our fanzone, we welcome everybody : optimistics and sceptics, 
beginners and advanced in ecology, sportive.s ( casual) and those 
who are not feeling in tune with the Games, or can not particpate.

Ecology is the outsider of these games, it belongs to us to create the 
suprise and get on the podium :
prepare yourself for the Games of ecology.

The team MPP.
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